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BUILDING AND WEATHERING THE ATLAS HO SCALE  

3 STALL ROUNDHOUSE  
 

This kit has a lot of parts for an HO scale structure, including separate foundation panels for the exterior sides. The 

model assembly is straight forward with some seam work required at the connection points of the wall panels and the 

separate foundation panels. The roof panels need some tweaking to get them to fit and so do the railings on the left and 

right sides of the structure.  The roof vent halves are also slightly mismatched and need some attention.   
 

Testors enamel paints were used and all the paint colors were applied with a Badger 200 airbrush. Silver paint, applied 

with a brush  was used to help identify seam flaws and highlight areas where residual super glue remained.  Evergreen 

half round  rod was used to hide some seams.  Elmers glue was used to fill gaps between wall sections and to  attach  

the windows, doors,  roof panels and other small parts.   
 

I decided to paint the model representing a brick and mortar surface that had been painted over, but heavily  

weathered.  Lighter colors of flat red and gray mixed with a few drops of flat white were dusted onto the surfaces of the 

base paint color to represent the fading and  bleaching effects of the sun. Pencil pastel dust and chalks are a great way to 

represent soot, grime and rust.  To make pastel dust,  run a pastel pencil across a piece of sandpaper to create the dust 

and then apply it  with flat brushes of various sizes.  To seal the pastel dust, I used Testors clear dullcoat from a spray 

can.  Do not use oil pastels because they do not create dust that can be applied with a flat brush.    
 

The 3 Stall Roundhouse has a fairly large footprint when finished and when used on a model railroad layout the track 

extending into the roundhouse will need to be elevated to match the elevation of the kits foundation.   
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Working with small sections of masking tape allowed for  

better control of the positioning of the tape and helped ensure 

sharp demarcation lines between colors.  

Once the edges were finished, larger sections of masking 

tape were applied to the open areas of the floor. 

The interior was airbrushed with Testors flat sea gray, which 

is a very light gray color. I then masked the walls.  

The application of several layers of white glue to the seam 

and a final coat of primer filled the voids without damaging 

any of the brick detail.  

The seam is now gone. Note that there is not residual white 

glue on the surface of the brick.  

This outside corner had a void along the seam and the  

application of tiny drops of white glue contoured with the tip 

of a damp Q-Tip fixed it. Re-prime these areas to be sure no 

additional applications of white glue are needed. 
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The completed and painted office building received the same 

lighter flat red colors and then pencil pastel dustings of  

black and gray for enhanced weathering.  

The roof panels were painted with Testors euro gray color. 

The roof surfaces were streaked with a lighter shade of the 

euro gray and then a rust colored pencil pastel dust was  

applied to the surface to represent subtle rusting  

and rust streaks.  

The smaller roof panels were also airbrushed  

Testors euro gray. 

These smaller roof panels were also streaked from left to 

right with a lighter euro color along the roof ridge lines.  The 

surfaces were then streaked with rust colored and  

black pastel pencil dust.  

The steps and the foundation panels were painted Testors 

desert sand and then streaked with black and dark gray pastel 

pencil dust. All surfaces that received the pastel dust were 

sealed with a coat of Testors clear dullcoat.  
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To fix the upper step locating hole problem I shaved off 

some of the end with a single edge razer and form fitted the 

railings in place, removing a little at a time until the  

rails fit correctly.  

There were tiny gaps between the foundation panels that 

were filled with white glue. After the glue dried they were  

painted the desert sand color with a detail brush,  

weathered and sealed.     

The center top roof panel was too wide so I had to cut off a 

sliver to get it to fit correctly between the two  

end roof panels.  

The stairs of the office fit well and no modification to the 

railings were necessary.  Note how clean the assembly looks.  

There are no seams or voids, no glue marks or paint drips.  

The roof and vents were added along with the down spouts 

and roof caps. Note the disparity between the upper and  

lower foundation panel weathering. I should have applied the 

pastel dust after the panels were attached to the walls.  
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The front of the structure looks great and the simple  

weathering techniques of lightened paint colors and pastel 

dust greatly enhances the appearance  

of the completed model.  
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